Introduction

The science and art of cardiac surgery has made rapid development in the past 65 years. The surgery for transposition of great arteries (TGA) symbolises the manner in which cardiac surgery has progressed. The eventually successful solution in the form of the now popular arterial switch operation (ASO) was elucidated after multiple contributions from several surgical stalwarts and geniuses over more than 35 years (Figure 1). This review traces the various milestones along this journey.

The first morphological description of TGA can be credited to Baillie in 1797 [1], while the term ‘Transposition of Great Arteries’ was used for the first time by Farre in 1814 [2]. Though the term ‘transposition’ was used aberrantly in literature till 1970, the ambiguity was resolved by Van Praagh et al., in 1971 who said that, it refers to the aorta and pulmonary artery (PA) being displaced across the ventricular septum [3].

Complete transposition of the great arteries is also known as d-TGA; the “d-” refers to the dextroposition of the bulboventricular loop (ie, the position of the RV, which is on the right side). The aorta also tends to be on the right and anterior, and the great arteries are parallel rather than crossing as they do in the normal heart. Because the systemic and pulmonary circulations run in parallel, there has to be a communication between the 2, either with an atrial septal defect, a ventricular septal defect (VSD), or at the great arterial level (patent ductus arteriosus) to support life. These connections allow systemic blood to enter the pulmonary circulation for oxygenation and allow oxygenated blood from the pulmonary circuit to enter the systemic circulation. The most common associated lesions are VSD, which occurs in almost half of the cases, pulmonary outflow tract obstruction, and, less commonly, coarctation of the aorta (≈5%). D-TGA is one of the most common cyanotic defects seen in newborns, and when the ventricular septum is intact, it is usually cyanotic in the first day of life.

C-TGA is a rare anomaly and comprises <1% of all forms of congenital heart disease. In adults, it represents a very heterogeneous patient population, some of whom may not have been identified until adulthood. In this anomaly, the right atrium enters the morphological LV, which gives rise to the pulmonary artery, and the left atrium communicates with the morphological RV, which gives rise to the aorta. Thus, AV and ventriculoarterial discordance exists, and although blood flows in the normal direction, it passes through the ”wrong” ventricular chamber. These patient may reach adulthood without any symptoms commonly.

The first credit of surgical treatment of TGA goes to Alfred Blalock and his then resident, Rollins Hanlon from Johns Hopkins. In 1948, in a joint paper, they described the essence of successful surgical “treatment” of TGA, allowing effective mixing of both the parallel circulations. Analyzing 123 cases of TGA from different sources, they concluded that the presence of a ventricular septal defect was favorable for survival, followed by the presence of an atrial septal defect. A combination of the two defects was the most favorable situation [4]. Armed with this information they realized that, surgical creation of a mixing site would improve the longevity of these patients. As the heart lung machine was yet to be brought into clinical use, a closed heart procedure was the only possible answer. In 1950, they first reported
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the use of a surgically created atrial septal defect as a treatment of TGA called the ‘Blalock-Hanlon Septectomy’ [5]. In spite of being a palliative procedure, this surgery laid the foundation of the surgical treatment of TGA and has been aptly described as an ‘act of surgical genius’ [6]. With the advent of ‘balloon atrial septostomy (BAS), the Blalock-Hanlon septectomy eventually became redundant.

A historical review of surgical treatment of TGA will not be complete without acknowledging the role of BAS described for the first time by Raskind and Miller from Philadelphia in 1966. The biggest advantage of BAS was, that an operation was not required and therefore, it allowed an effective palliation with relatively low risk in a precarious group of patients [7].

In 1957, Ake Senning, who had trained under Dr. Clarence Crafoord, performed the first successful atrial switch (Figure 2) using atrial flaps at the Karolinska Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden. It was published in 1959, as a sole author. The same article also describes unsuccessful attempts at an arterial switch. The procedure was unsuccessful in the first two patients. The third case, a 9-year-old boy survived. A cardiac catheterization done 6 weeks following this procedure showed excellent results. When asked to comment on use of an artificial material for atrial baffle, William T Mustard replied jokingly: "Use pericardium! The only excuse for using Dacron is if you drop the pericardium on the floor". On May 16, 1963, at the Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, Mustard operated (Figure 3) upon an 18-month-old girl who had previously undergone a Blalock-Hanlon operation. He repaired the ventricular septal defect and then performed an atrial switch using an autologous pericardial baffle. The surgery was conceptually based on the Albert principle which Dr. Mustard duly acknowledged. The patient recovered uneventfully and was healthy till last reported in 2001. In this article, Mustard stated: “In my manuscript I gave credit to Dr. Albert for his original principles; the only problem with these procedures was that they did not work” [8]. By 1975, the Mustard procedure revealed its shortcomings including baffle obstruction and lack of growth potential [9]. This led to a resurgence of the Senning procedure where atrial wall was used rather than pericardium and it remained a favorite for the next decade.

Adib Dominos Jatene (Figure 4), a Brazilian surgeon of Lebanese origin performed successfully for the first time, a truly anatomical correction in the form of an ASO in 1975 at the University of Sao Paulo Heart Institute, Sao Paulo, Brazil. The first two patients were operated using profound hypothermia and total circulatory arrest. Coronary buttons were excised and the openings created were closed using homologous dura mater. After completing coronary transfer to the new site, the great vessels were transected; the ventricular septal defect was closed with a Dacron patch through a right ventriculotomy. The first patient, an 11-day-old female was extubated 6 h after surgery, but expired on the 3rd postoperative day of renal failure. Necropsy showed a good anatomic correction. The second patient was a 40-day-old male who was successfully discharged 3 weeks after surgery. Jatene et al., stressed upon two technically important points - excising coronary buttons and transecting the great vessels away from the valves. Unfortunately the next five patients expired within a few hours after surgery. The findings were presented at the 56th Annual Meeting of the American Association of Thoracic Surgery at Los Angeles in April 1976 and its significance as a surgical milestone was immediately recognized [10].

It was soon realized that a technically perfect coronary artery transfer was the most critical step in a successful ASO. As Jatene quotes “to divide, contrapose and then re-anastomose the great arteries is not a surgical problem. The major technical difficulty in this approach has been the transfer of coronary arteries” [10]. Hence, a detailed understanding of the possible variations in the origin and course of coronaries and its surgical management was an essential step towards it.

Yacoub and Radley-Smith from Harefield Hospital, United Kingdom divided the possible coronary anatomy into five types (A-E) based on the origin, course, and branching pattern. They also

---

Figure 2: Senning operation. Preoperative (1), surgery (2), and b c postoperative (3); X and XX represent edges to be sutured. Arrows represent direction of blood flow. Art. pulm. = Pulmonary artery, LA = Left atrium, V. cava = Vena cava, V. pulm. = Pulmonary vein (Reproduced with permission from: Senning A, Surgery; 1959; 45: 966-980.)

Figure 3: Mustard operation. Pericardial baffles are used to direct vena caval blood to mitral valve and pulmonary venous blood to tricuspid valve. (a) Atrial anatomy. (b) Suturing of pericardial baffle. (c) Completed procedure (Reproduced with permission from: Mustard WT, Surgery; 1964; 55: 469-472.)
The availability of mechanical circulatory support further allowed pushing the age limits of performing the arterial switch. [17] It was subsequently proved that the LV maintains its ability to support the systemic circulation well beyond the neonatal period. However, the time taken for the LV to undergo 'reconditioning' is a function of the age of surgery. If this period of temporary LV dysfunction is taken care of, using mechanical support like extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO), the age limit can be pushed to as much as 6 months. In addition, the ECMO supported approach also offers advantages of having to perform a single surgery, normoxemia, and progressive improvement in LV performance independent of the after-load and faster reconditioning period over the PA band-BTS-based two-stage approach [18].

As long-term results of arterial switch are being reported, newer sets of potential surgical problems are becoming evident. Progressive neo-aortic dilation (pulmonary valve at birth) has been observed. However, this dilation does not necessarily translate into aortic regurgitation (AR) and need for surgery in all patients.

Right ventricular outflow tract obstruction (RVOTO) was recognized as a complication within the first decade of the ASO being performed. It is one of the commonest causes of reintervention after ASO. The causes recognized include inadequate growth at the neo-pulmonary anastomotic site and inadequate mobilization of branch pulmonary arteries during the Lecompte maneuver. Apart from the Fontan palliation, very few surgical treatments have undergone such rapid evolution through various stages as that of TGA. History stands witness to a combination of brilliant innovation, technical ingenuity, and surgical expertise of multiple surgeons to whom this article is dedicated to. This overview shows that surgical technique has continued reappraisal and refinement. The quest to perform a perfect arterial switch remains a perpetual effort. The journey may have only just begun.
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Figure 4: Jatene operation [The Arterial Switch Operation] (Reproduced with permission from: www.kidshearthouston.com).


